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ABSTRACT 

The study of chaos is a relatively recent phenomenon. There is little doubt that the 

modem computer has played an important role in the growth of interest in chaos. High 

speed computers and sophisticated grzphical displays make it possible to explore aspects 

of chaos that have not previously been accessible. Chaos is a type of nonlinear behavior 

that appears to be random although it is driven by deterministic processes. A defining 

aspect of chaotic behavior is its sensitivity to perturbations. SmaU changes in a chaotic 

system lead to large differences in behavior later on. 

Although chaos seems to be random when first encotmtered, there is an underlying 

structure to chaos that can be exploited. A method was developed by E. Ott, C. Grebogi 

and J. A. Yorke (OGY) to exploit the underlying stmcture of chaos and its sensitivity to 

perturbations to induce chaotic d5'namical systems into periodic behavior. The method has 

been successfuUy tested in a number of experimental situations. 

We have developed a reconfigurable Online ControUer that integrates several of the 

elements related to the OGY control method with the OGY control method itself. The 

control method is thus expanded to include the related elements, previously treated as 

offline procedures, as part of its definition. The OGY method requires certain properties 

of a chaotic system to be controUed. The Online ControUer does not add to the required 

properties. The specialized data structures and algorithms developed in the course of this 

research to implement the related elements in an online situation are described. Alternate 

methods for calculating the stabiUty information required by the OGY method that take 

advantage of the properties of the Online ControUer are described. The alternate methods 

address inadequacies in the methods suggested by Ott et al. A number of experiments 

Ulustrating various features of the Online ControUer are described, and their results are 

discussed. The Online ControUer provides a stable platform upon which the remaining 

methods required to fiiUy automate the control of chaos can be developed. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Chaos is a scary word. Engineers and scientists have gone to great lengths to avoid 

it. Often, as the term suggests, it was mistaken for noise, because it was not generaUy 

understood that complex behavior could be produced by a system of only a few degrees of 

freedom. The apparently random behavior of chaos was considered pathological. With 

the advent of high speed computing it has become possible to study chaos in a way that 

has not been previously possible. Computer simulations of seemingly simple systems have 

uncovered surprisingly complex behavior. 

Chaotic behavior arises in various situations, including ecological models [8,50,51], 

neurodynamics [5,31,33,41,68], turbulence [28,69], and chemical reactions [63]. Early 

examinations of chaotic dynamics, including those of May [50,51], Feigenbaum [23], and 

Li and Yorke [47] led to understanding of how chaotic behavior can arise from simple 

mathematical models. 

Chaos is a type of nonlinear behavior that appears to be the resiUt of a random 

process. Part of the difficulty with studying chaos is that it is very difficult, if not 

impossible, to reproduce a particular chaotic behavior. Edward Lorenz discovered chaotic 

phenomena when he was studying a model for convection in air currents. He studied the 

behavior of his model using a computer, periodicaUy printing out the values of the state 

variables. When he tried to reproduce a particular sequence by initializing the model with 

printed state values, he found that the new sequence diverged from the previous one after 

a short time. Such behavior was imexpected, and led Lorenz to a closer examination of 

the phenomenon. He had observed what would be one of the defining characteristics of 

chaos—sensitivity to initial conditions. The numbers his program printed were of lower 

precision than the numbers actuaUy stored in the con5)uter. The smaU difference between 
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the actual state and the printed state was enough to generate a completely different 

sequence. 

Through the work of Lorenz and others, a deeper understanding of chaos was 

developed. The fundamental observation is that chaos arises from deterministic processes. 

The erratic behavior of chaotic systems only appears to be random, but in fact there is an 

underlying order to chaos. MitcheU Feigenbaum studied the qualitative properties of 

chaotic systems [23] and found universal characteristics for particiUar types of chaotic 

systems that applied not only to mathematical models but to a number of chaotic physical 

phenomena. 

A dissipative system [19,53,54] is one in which the volume of phase space traveled by 

the system contracts over time. While the motion in a dissipative system contracts in some 

dimensions, it can expand in others as long as the overaU volume is contracted. The 

motion of the system asymptoticaUy approaches a geometrical figure in state space known 

as an attractor. If the motion in a dissipative system is expanding in at least one 

dimension, then the attractor is caUed strange. The expansion and contraction that occurs 

on a strange attractor leads to unstable behavior known as chaos [19]. Many strange 

attractors are fractals, but not aU fractal attractors are strange in the sense described here. 

This definition of a strange attractor differs from that given by Mandelbrot in [48]. 

A strange attractor has infinitely many periodic orbits. A trajectory orbiting a strange 

attractor is always close to a periodic trajectory. However, the sensitive dependence on 

initial conditions that Lorenz observed means that the trajectory wUl not foUow a nearby 

periodic orbit indefinitely. 

It is impossible to reliably predict the behavior of a chaotic system in a computer 

simulation since any finite representation of the system state likely imposes a deviation 

from the actual state. The unpredictability of chaos is daunting at first, but it is also very 
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intriguing. What would h^jpen if one could induce predictable behavior in an inherentiy 

chaotic system? One begins to think in terms of exploiting, rather than avoiding, chaos. 

The onset of chaotic behavior in man made systems usuaUy indicates or leads to a 

catastrophic failure. HistoricaUy, systems have been designed for stability, and situations 

where stability cannot be maintained are avoided. For example, airplane wings must 

provide constant lift during fUght so instability due to turbulence is avoided in the 

aerodynamics of the wing design and through avoidance of simations that cause 

turbulence. However, there is a tradeoff between stability and maneuverability. Very 

stable airplanes such as airliners require much more time and space to change direction 

than do nearly unstable high performance airplanes. Chaotic systems are very sensitive to 

perturbations and can change behavior very quickly. These characteristics if exploited 

rather than avoided could revolutionize the traditional approach to system design. 

Once the vmderlying determinism of chaos is recognized, it is possible to consider 

ways to control chaotic motion. Chaotic motion includes an infinite number of unstable 

periodic motions. A chaotic system switches between these periodic motions, giving the 

appearance of behaving randomly. Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke (OGY) [57] suggested that 

chaotic systems can be stabilized around a periodic motion by using the defining feature of 

chaos, the sensitivity of chaotic systems to perturbations. The method was applied 

experimentaUy to controUing the chaotic vibrations of a magnetoelastic ribbon [14], and 

subsequently to other chaotic systems, including chaotic lasers [64]. A method based on 

that of OGY was used to control the chaotic activity of a heart preparation induced into 

arrhythmic behavior [27,61], and has led to investigations into development of a "chaos-

aware" cardiac pacemaker. In the foUowing, we wiU mean control to be the stabilization 

of a chaotic system about a fixed point, in the discrete case, or a periodic orbit, in the 

continuous case. 
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The OGY method for control of chaotic systems is described ui detail in Chapter n. 

It does not seek to remove the underlying chaos. Instead, it takes advantage of the 

chaotic structure of the state space and of the sensitivity of chaotic systems to 

perturbations. The present work is based on the method of OGY for control of chaotic 

dynamical systems. OGY control induces the system to behave in a predictable periodic 

manner. The nature of the periodic behavior depends upon the system itself. If multiple 

periodic behaviors are present in a chaotic system, we may choose arbitrarily which one to 

control the system on. The method does not mean to drive the system to an arbitrary 

point in state space or to force it into an arbitrary behavior that is not present on the 

attractor. 

In the present woik we examine the computational issues involved in implementing 

the OGY control method in an adaptive online controUer. We have developed a scheme 

for online sampling of chaotic dynamical systems and computation of OGY control 

information. Our method aUows us to integrate sampling into the control process. We 

present the results of applying our scheme to a number of weU known chaotic dynamical 

systems. 

The OGY control method involves three stages of computation. First, the chaotic 

dynamical system is sampled for a period of time to find the fixed points and their nearby 

neighbors. Next, the stability properties of the fixed points are estimated, and the OGY 

control values are calculated. FinaUy, OGY control is activated. The first two stages are 

typicaUy done in an offline procedure where a large coUection of samples is obtained. The 

size of the coUection depends upon the dynamical system. It needs to be large enough to 

produce good estimates of fixed points and local dynamical behavior. The coUection is 

then processed first to find fixed point estimates then to identify close neighbors of the 

fixed point estimates. 
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We have developed a system that incorporates aU three stages into an Online 

ControUer, which is described in Ch^ter EQ, that leams about a dynamical system through 

online sampling then executes OGY control as soon as the information is available. Online 

sampling aUows the controUer to take an active role in the sampling process. The design 

of the Online ControUer is modular and aUows for straightforward reconfiguration to 

handle special control situations, as wUl be shown in the experiments of Ch^ter VI. The 

modular design aids understanding of the control process by breaking it down into distinct 

processes and by ejqjUcitiy defining what information is required at each stage. The 

Online ControUer is a stable platform for further experimentation and development in the 

control of chaotic systems. 

Success of the method, and in particular the new development of this work, is 

demonstrated through several experiments that implement control of chaotic systems using 

the Online ControUer in Chapter VI. The diverse systems characterized by the Henon 

map, the Rossler system, and the Lorenz system are controUed in a variety of situations, 

including control on 2-cycles and 3-cycles and control in reconstmcted state space. As is 

shown later, once control is in place it is maintained for as long as we desire to keep it. 

In order to do the fixed point sampling online, it was necessary to develop data 

structures and algorithms designed specificaUy for the task. We present our method for 

online detection of fixed points and sampling of fixed point neighborhoods in Chapter IV. 

The method was used in aU of the control experiments described below. 

Due to the nature of the systems we controUed, it was necessary to develop new 

methods for sampling the dynamical behavior near a fixed point, as required by OGY 

control. Chapter V provides descriptions of two methods developed in the dissertation 

research and the situation that motivates the need for the new methods. A method 

developed here, which we caU the Grid Method, assumes that the system state can be set 

extemaUy. Another method developed here, which we caU the Perturbations Method, 
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does not add any assumptions to those made by the OGY control method. Both methods 

are made possible by the integration of sampling into the control procedure accompUshed 

with the Online ControUer. Both methods of sampling are demonstrated in experiments 

reported in Chapter VI. 

Our implementation of OGY control is a robust ^proach to the problem of 

controlling a chaotic dynamical system. The Online ControUer successfuUy gained control 

of a number of chaotic systems in a variety of situations. In Section 6.1 we describe 

control of the H6non system, which is a discrete chaotic map. The Online ControUer 

samples the dynamical behavior of the Henon map using the online fixed point location 

and sampling techniques of Chapter V, and achieves control in an unsupervised process. 

The Rossler system and Lorenz system were both stabilized by the Online ControUer in a 

number of simations. In Section 6.2 we demonstrate the stabilization of the Rossler 

system on a 1-cycle of the attractor in two experiments to Ulustrate the use of the Grid 

Method and the Perturbations Method for coUecting local dynamics information. We 

demonstrate control of the Lorenz system on a 2-cycle and on a 3-cycle using the Online 

ControUer in Section 6.3. We provide a general approach to controlling chaotic systems 

on higher order cycles using the Online ControUer. In Section 6.4, we demonstrate 

control of the Rossler system on a 1-cycle in reconstructed state space using the Online 

ControUer. We use the Perturbations Method on the embedded Rossler system to sample 

the local dynamics. 

The Appendix provides information on some of the auxiliary algorithms used in the 

Online ControUer, and provides some definitions pertinent to this work. It provides an 

explanation of the linear regression procedure for estimating the Jacobian of the system at 

a fixed point. The procedure we used to calculate an estimate of the movement of a fixed 

point due to parameter perturbations is described. A geometric representation of 

contravariant basis vectors is given. Lyapunov exponents are defined. A description of 
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the method of delays for embedding a 1-dimensional time series in a higher dimensional 

reconstructed phase space is provided. The theory due to Takens that motivates the 

method of delays is also provided in the Appendix. The method of H6non, which we have 

used in this research, for calculating Pokicare maps is described. 



CHAPTERn 

THE METHOD OF OTT, GREBOGI AND YORKE FOR 

CONTROL OF CHAOTIC DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 

We foUow Eckman and RueUe [19] in describing the dynamical systems of interest. A 

conservative system is one in which the volume in phase space M is conserved. That is, 

the volume of space traversed by the system does not shrink over time. A dissipative 

system is one for which the volume in M traversed by the system contracts over time. Let 

/ ' be the nonlinear operator driving the time evolution of the dynamical system, where 

f > 0 may be either real or integer. When t is real / ' is continuous, otherwise / ' is 

discrete. The operator has the property 

/°=identity, f'f'=f'^'. (2.1) 

Let us assume that the open set C/ c Af contracts asymptoticaUy over time to a compact 

set A. The set A is caUed the attracting set, or commonly the attractor, with 

fundamental neighborhood C/ if the foUowing two conditions are met 

1. If any V 3 A is an open set in M then for t large enough f'U cV. 

2. / ' A = AforaUf. 

The open set .B = 1) ( / ' ) U is caUed the basin of attraction of A. Jf B = M then A is 

caUed the universal attracting set. An attractor is said to be strange if arbitrarily close 

initial conditions on the attractor separate exponentiaUy over time. Equivalentiy, an 

attractor is said to be strange if it has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. The 

notion of strange attractor presented here differs from Mandelbrot's definition (see [48], 

Chapter 20), which refers not to the dynamics on the attractor but to its geometry. 
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A dynamical system with a strange attractor is said to be chaotic. For OGY control, 

we are particularly interested in dissipative chaotic systems. We observe that a dissipative 

system can be interpreted as a conservative system, as defined, if the state space M of the 

system is constrained to the attractor. 

Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke (OGY) have developed a method for controlling chaotic 

dynamical systems, presented in [57]. The method involves locating unstable periodic 

orbits on the attractor and exploiting their local behavior. A system parameter is 

perturbed sUghtly at each iteration of the control procedure to change the dynamical 

properties of the system coercing the trajectory to foUow the periodic orbit. Figure 2.1 

gives an idealized iUustration of the method. The method has been applied successfiiUy to 

a number of physical systems. 

,;/^F(Po+5p) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.1: An idealized view of OGY control for a saddle point in two 

dimensions, (a) The nth iterate ^^ falls near the fixed point ^p{po) 
on the unstable manifold, (b) The parameter/? is perturbed to move 

the fixed point so that ^,^ Ues on its stable manifold, (c) ^^^, is 
coerced to remain near the fixed point. 

Ditto, Rauseo, and Spano implemented the method of OGY first to control the 

chaotic vibrations of a magnetoelastic ribbon [14]. The ribbon was controUed via 
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perturbation of a system parameter to orbits with periods one and two. They were able to 

switch at wiU, with almost instantaneous response, between the two orbits. 

We consider a continuous chaotic dynamical system with an attractor embedded in n -

dimensional state space. An external parameter p is assumed to be available for 

adjustment. The time evolution of the system may be described by the differential 

equation dx/dt = F{x,p), where x is a «-dimensional vector. The function F and the 

internal state x wiU not be known in general. The state of the system sampled at regular 

intervals with some scalar measure 2 of an extemaUy accessible indicator. The attractor is 

reconstmcted from the time series of saniples (z(ro),z(f,),z(f2),...), where f, -f,_i is 

constant for aU z > 0. Using the method of delays we construct an n -dimensional state 

vector 

x(ro) = 

r 2 

1. 

V^f„+ii7-iiTy 

(2.2) 

The discrete orbit (x(l),3t(2),...) foUows a trajectory around the reconstmcted attractor. 

Ott et al. provide the control equations for controUing a three-dimensional continuous 

chaotic system in [57]. A three-dimensional chaotic system has two nonzero Lyapunov 

exponents. One is positive and the other is negative. For a dissipative system, the sum of 

the Lyapunov exponents wiU be negative. The method can be extended to handle higher 

dimensional attractors, but the simation becomes compUcated when more than one 

unstable direction exists. 

A two-dimensional Poincar6 map, also caUed a first return map, is defined on the 

attractor. As is iUustrated in Figure 2.2, an (/i -1) -dimensional Poincar6 map is a 
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crossection of an «-dimensional attractor created by an (/i -1)-dimensional hypersurface 

simated so that it is transverse to the flow. Iterates of a Poincar6 map are the intersection 

points that occur each time the trajectory of the system pierces the hypersurface. The 

Poincar6 mq) provides a discretized version of the system dynamics. Periodic points of a 

Poincar6 map correspond to periodic orbits on the attractor. The linearized dynamics of 

the regions around periodic points of a Poincar€ map provide the information for the OGY 

control method to stabilize the system a periodic orbit. 

Figure 2.2: Iterates of a Poincare map are the points where an 
«-dimensional trajectory pierces a («-l)-dimensional hypersurface. In the 
figure, three iterates of the Poincare map are plotted where the continuous 

trajectory pierces the rectangular surface. 

The behavior of the chaotic system is sampled on the Poincar6 map to coUect a 

sequence of two dimensional points (4i > ̂ 2»^3' • • •' ̂ *) • ' ^ ^ length of the sequence 

depends upon the system. It must be long enough for a good estimate to be made of a 

fixed point and its local behavior. Let ^^ = ^^ (o) be the fixed point of interest on a 

Poincard map for an imperturbed chaotic system. Due to the mixing nature of chaos, a 

number of the points in {̂ j ,^2 '^3 '• • • -^i 1 ̂ ^ ^ ^ within some smaU distance of ^^. 

These points are used to determine the stable and unstable eigenvalues, A,̂  and "k^, and 
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eigenvectors, e, and e„, of ^^. For a discrete chaotic map, such as the Poincar6 map of 

the three dimensional attractor, |X, | > 1 > |X J . 

Next, it is necessary to estimate g s d^p /dpi .An estimate can be obtained by 

setting the perturbation value to a smaU value p^O and sanpling the Poincar6 map untU 

the new position of the fixed point, %p {p), is found, then g = p~^ {^f{p) - ^/-) • The 

method we have used to estimate g is described in the Appendix. 

In the Poincar6 surface near %p an approximation of the map is computed as 

^n+i-kriPn) = ^'[%n-^FiPn)]- Here, A is a 2x2 matrix and p„ is the perturbation 

value between the n th and (« + l)th iterations of the map. The method for calculating A 

is described in the Appendix. The value of /?„ depends upon ^„. If |„ faUs near ^^ on 

the unstable manifold then we attempt to pick p„ so that „̂̂ j faUs on the stable manifold 

of ^p. Using l,p (/?) = ^p+pg we have 

U=t+P„g+Mf.+:^,eyt].[(t-^,)-p„g], (2.3) 

where f ̂  and f „ are the contravariant basis vectors, defined by 

t e , = f . - e , =l ,and 

f , -e„=f„e , = 0. 

The dotproduct of (2.3) and f„ gives 

which we use when the condition g f, 9i 0 is satisfied and the magnitude of the right-hand 

side of (2.4) is less tiian some threshold p.. Otherwise, we set p„ = 0. Let |^"| = f„ •^„, 
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then the parameter perturbations are activated only if Î H < ̂ . , where ^. can be 

calculated from substitution of p, into (2.4) as 

t=p.|(i->^:Og-f.|- (2.5) 

As is mentioned above, the perturbation p„ is chosen such that at least locaUy the 

projection of the trajectory onto the unstable manifold is as smaU as possible whUe 

reducing the projection onto the stable manifold as Uttie as possible. The perturbation 

wUl cause the next iterate to tend to come back near the fixed point. 

The success or faUure of the OGY method depends upon several factors including the 

nonlinearity of the system, the length of the orbit on which control is attempted, the 

quality of the fixed point estimate, and how weU the dynamics are characterized. We wiU 

show successful application of OGY control to a number of systems characterized by the 

H6non map, the Rossler attractor, and the Lorenz attractor. 



CHAPTER m 

THE ONLINE CONTROLLER 

We present a design for an Online ControUer for controlling a chaotic dynamical 

system using the method of OGY. An idealized depiction of the Online ControUer is given 

in Figure 3.1. Each component of the machine represents a specific type of computation 

that is performed in gaining control of a dynamical system. A functional description of 

each component is given below. 

In later chapters, we wiU modify the Online ControUer to accomplish a particular 

control task. Functional changes wUl be described as required. 
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Local Dynamics Characterizer 
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Information 

Calculator 
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Figure 3.1: An Online ControUer for conttrolling chaotic dynamical systems. 
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3.1. Functional Description of Components 

3.1.1. Chaotic Dynamical System 

The Chaotic Dynamical System (CDS) is the system to be controUed. The CDS has 

a single input p that is the perturbation to the extemal parameter required by OGY 

control. When control is inactive, the perturbation is set to p = 0. The output of the CDS 

is a one-dimensional series of samples of the CDS state, as iUustrated in Figure 3.1, that is 

sent to the Embedding module. 

• • • ^t+2T ^m X, • • • 

direction of flow 

Figure 3.2: The output of the CDS is a stream of samples taken at regular 
intervals. 

3.1.2. Embedding 

A strange attractor for a chaotic system forms a geometric shape in n -dimensional 

phase space. The Embedding module receives a one-dimensional time series from the CDS 

and reconstracts the n -dimensional attractor using the method of delays. The output of 

the Embedding module, as iUustrated in Figure 3.3, is a series of n -dimensional points that 

is passed to the First Return Map module (FRM), which computes the {n — l)-dimensional 

first return map for the attractor. 

3.1.3. First Rettim Map 

The FRM monitors the reconstmcted trajectory passed from the Embedding module 

and detects piercings of a Poincar6 map simated transverse to the flow on the attractor. 

The output of the FRM, as iUustrated ui Figure 3.4 is the (n -1)-dimensional location of 

each piercing. The output of the FRM is passed to the ControUer. 
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• • • 

^ t+2T 

^ t + ( 2 - ^ ) t 

^ t+(2-2^)T 

^ t . - x 

^ t+( l -^ l )T 

^ t + ( l - 2 ^ ) x 

^ t 

^ t -^ lT 

^ t-2|iT 

• • • 

direction of flow 

Figure 3.3: The output of the Embedding module is a stream of 
n -dimensional points in reconstmcted state space. A stream 
of 3-dimensional points is depicted here. Each point in the 
reconstmcted space is made up of 1-dimensional samples. 
The time lag between the samples comprising a point in 
reconstructed state space is an integer multiple \i of the 

sample rate i. 

3.1.4. Fbced Point CoUector 

The FPC estimates the position of fixed points on the Poincar6 map of the FRM. It 

receives a stream from the Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler (FPNS) consisting of a 

{n — l)-dimensional point and a (« -1)-dimensional vector of offsets to the next point in 

the stream generated by the FRM. A smaU offset vector indicates that the sample point is 

possibly in the neighborhood of a fixed point. Points with smaU offset vectors are stored 

in a local memory. Points that are not stored are discarded. The FPNS wUl occasionaUy 

request a fixed point estimate from the FPC. At that time, the FPC wiU extract the point 

with the smaUest offset from storage and pass it to the FPNS. 
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• • • 
^i+2,1 

^i+2,2 

^i+1,1 

^i+1,2 

û 

k. 
• • • 

direction of flow 

Figure 3.4: The output of the FRM is a stream of {n -1)-dimensional 
points. The coordinates of the points are determined by their location on 
the Poincare surface. The data stream depiaed here is 2-dimensional and 
results from a Poincare map established on a 3-dimensional attractor of a 

continuous dynamical system. 

3.1.5. Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler 

The Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler (FPNS) works closely with the Fixed Point 

CoUector (FPC). At startup, the FPNS initializes the FPC by computing offsets for points 

in the input stream and passing the point/offset pairs directiy to the FPC without further 

processing. After the FPC has been initialized, the FPNS takes a number of fixed point 

estimates found by the FPC and begins to monitor the input stream. When an input point 

falls near a fiixed point estimate being sampled by the FPNS it is stored along with its 

offset. Points that faU outside the neighborhoods of aU fixed point estimates being 

sampled are passed with their offsets to the FPC. The implementation of the FPNS which 

we have developed coUects a number k of points around each fixed point estimate. A 

point that is more distant from a fixed point estimate than the k closest points found so far 

is said to be outside the neighborhood of the fixed point estimate. 

3.1.6. Local Dynamics Characterizer 

The LDC takes the information sampled by the FPNS and calculates the local 

dynamical properties required by the OGY control method. It estimates the Jacobian of 
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the system near the fixed point. The eigenvectors of the estimated Jacobian are computed 

and stored as weU. The LDC has an input line coming from the controUer that carries the 

value of the most recent perturbation. The perttirbation value is stored with the dynamics 

characterization of a fixed point estimate. The LDC can store a dynamics characterization 

for a number of fixed point estimates at various parameter settings. Figure 3.5 shows the 

type of information that is included in the output of the LDC for each fixed point estimate 

that it has characterized. 

Fixed Point Estimate 
Perturbation Value 

Eigenvalues 
Eigenvectors 

Figure 3.5: The ou^ut of the LDC for each fixed point characterization 
contains these values. 

3.1.7. Control Point Information Calculator 

The Control Point Information Calculator (CPIC) combines the local dynamics 

information for a particular fixed point to calculate the rest of the information required to 

do OGY control. In particular, it determines the movement of the fixed point under 

parameter perturbation. The CPIC computes values for the contravariant basis vectors 

and uses that information to calculate a perturbation function. It also computes the 

control region based on an arbitrarily specified perturbation range. Figure 3.6 shows the 

type of information included in the ou^ut of the CPIC. 
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Fixed Point Estimate 
Perturbation Value 

AUowable Perturbation Range 
Perturbation Calculation Values 
(the vector C of equation (2.4)) 

Figure 3.6: The output of the CPIC contains these values. 

3.1.8. ControUer 

The ControUer receives a stream of points generated by the FRM. If control is active, 

then the ControUer consumes the stream of points in calculating perturbations to the 

dynamical system. If control is inactive, then the stream of points is simply passed on to 

the FPNS. The perturbation value is sent both to the CDS and to the LDC. 

3.2. Design Concepts and Motivation 

The motivating force behind the design of the Online ControUer was a desire to bring 

about OGY control in an on Une system. IdeaUy, the controUer would start with no 

particular knowledge about the chaotic dynamical system. It would leam from the stream 

of samples from the system state until control is accompUshed. Such a general controUer 

is not cuixentiy possible because a number of the calculations necessary for control have 

not been fuUy automated. Calculation of the parameters for the method of delays, 

embedding dimension and optimal lag time, are stiU areas of active research 

[8,9,17,40,43], and location of an optimal position for the Poincar6 surface in phase space 

StiU requires some hand tuning. The Online ControUer described here is a reasonable first 

approximation to the ideal machine. It provides a framework for further development and 

experimentation. 
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The primary hindrance to generality in the Online ControUer is in the Embedding and 

First Return Map modules. These modules need specific knowledge about the chaotic 

dynamical system of interest. The Embedding module must know in advance the 

embedding dimension and the proper lag time for the attractor. Calculation of embedding 

dimension and lag time is performed in a separate calculation before the Online ControUer 

is activated. The methods for determining these values are involved calculations in their 

own right. The First Return Map module needs to have a Poincar6 map simated in the 

reconstmcted state space so that good control information can be calculated. Specific 

knowledge of the location of a chaotic system's attractor in phase space and of its shape is 

necessary to define a usable Poincare map. 

Even so, the Online ControUer leams about the chaotic dynamical system without 

supervision and without lengthy offline computations such as those required to find and 

characterize fixed points in a large static sampled time series. The Online ControUer can 

adapt if the dynamical system undergoes modest changes in its behavior by resampling the 

behavior and recomputing control information. 

The modularity of the Online ControUer design breaks down the task of gaining OGY 

control into distinct processes. This serves the dual purpose of providing a good 

iUustration of the type of computation that is necessary and of breaking down a fairly large 

computational task into workable smaUer tasks. The modules suggest an object oriented 

flavor that might be exploited in a fuU implementation. A module does not need to know 

the inner workings of the other modules, it just needs to know how to handle its input and 

where to send its output. 

In the control examples of Chapter VI, the basic Online ControUer design is modified 

in order to solve a particular control problem or to iUustrate a possible way of working 

around simations that may arise. The modifications and the reasons for making them are 

described in detaU as necessary. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND SAMPLING FIXED POINTS ONLINE 

4.1. Finding Fixed Points 

We have developed a simple mechanism for finding fixed, or period-1, points in a 

discrete chaotic dynamical system. The foUowing discussion appUes indirectiy to 

continuous systems as weU, since it is possible to turn a continuous system into a discrete 

one via a Poincar6 map. Our method differs from other methods in that fixed points are 

located in an online system. The method is also ^pUcable to finding higher period points. 

We note that if a discrete chaotic map / has a period-n point x then J: is a fixed point of 

/ " , where 

f\x) = x 

f\x) = f{x) 

fix) = f [fix)) 
(4.1) 

fix) = f(f-\x)) 

Our technique for estimating the location of a fixed point assumes that the succeeding 

iterate of a point x wUl be closer to A- if j : is within some smaU radius around a fixed 

point Xp than if j : is outside the radius. The assumption is basicaUy the same assumption 

made in some offline fixed point location techniques. The Fixed Point CoUector monitors 

the stream of samples {xo,x^,...) from the chaotic djmamical system and records as fixed 

point estimates the points x^ for which the size of the offset to the next iterate, |x,̂ .] - J:, |, 

is smaU. The notion of what is a smaU offset depends upon the dynamical system, and 

changes as smaUer offsets occur in the sample stream. 

21 
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4.1.1. Priority Queues 

To locate fixed points in the data stream generated by a chaotic dynamical system, we 

use a priority queue. A queue is an ordered list of objects. The ends of a queue are caUed 

the head and the taU. Objects are removed from the queue at the head. When an object is 

inserted into a queue, it is placed in the list according to the queue discipline. A first-in-

first-out (FIFO) queue is one for which objects are inserted at the taU. A grocery store 

checkout line is an example of a FIFO queue. 

Each objea in Si priority queue has a priority value associated with it that determines 

its position in the queue. The queue is sorted according to the priority value, with the 

highest priority object at the head. Objects with equivalent priority values are ordered 

according to time of arrival so that if aU objects in a priority queue had the same priority 

value it would behave as a FIFO queue. Priority queues are commonly used in computer 

operating systems for process scheduling. 

4.1.2. Fixed Point Priority Queue 

A priority value was assigned to each point x- in the data stream. The priority value 

was defined as 

d = \x,-x.^,\. (4.2) 

The smaUer the value of d the higher the point's priority. The fixed point priority queue 

was implemented with a fixed maximum length. An attempt was made to insert each point 

into the queue as it arrived. If the queue was not yet fuU, i.e., there were fewer than the 

maximum number of points in the queue, then the point was inserted into the queue 

according to the priority queue discipline. If the queue was fuU and the priority of the 

incoming point was lower than or equal to the priority of the point at the taU of the queue, 
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the insertion was xmsuccessful. Otherwise, the point at the tail was discarded from the 

queue, and the incoming point was inserted according to the priority queue discipline. A 

priority queue is iUustrated in Figure 4.1. The position of a new entry in the queue 

depends upon its priority. Entries are extracted from the queue at the head. The highest 

priority entry in the queue is always the next to be extracted. 

^ 

^ 

P P 

5 _ 5 
X X 

^ 

> 

TaU Head 

Figure 4.1: A fixed point priority queue. Each entry in the queue contains 
a point X an offset 6 and a priority p. Entries are ordered in the queue 
according to the value of p. Entries with smaUer p have higher priority 

and are placed towards the front of the queue. The entry at the head of the 
queue has the highest priority of aU entries in the queue. Entries are 

extracted from the queue at the head. 

4.2. Sampling the Neighborhood of a Fixed Point 

4.2.1. Neighbor Queues 

After the Fixed Point CoUector has been initialized from sample stream, the Fixed 

Point Neighborhood Sampler obtains a number of the coUected fixed point estimates. It 

then monitors the sample stteam and coUects points that faU near the fixed point estimates 

it has obtained. The points coUected around a fixed point estimate are used in 

charaaerizing the dynamical behavior near the fixed point estimate. It would be possible 

to use priority queues for this purpose. There would be a priority queue corresponding to 

each of the fixed point estimates being sampled. The priority value would be based on the 
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distance of an incoming point from the fixed point estimate for the queue. However, it is 

possible that in the course of sampling a better fixed point estimate arrives in the data 

stream. It makes sense to take into account this better estimate. 

We have developed a queue based on the priority queue which we caU the neighbor 

queue. The priority of an entry in a neighbor queue may be redefined as new entries are 

inserted. Each neighbor queue stores a fixed point estimate around which points are 

coUected. The priority of an entry is based on its distance from the queue's current fixed 

point estimate. Figure 4.2 is an Ulusttation of a neighbor queue. The main difference is 

the fixed point estimate that is stored separately from the entries making up the queue 

itself. The fixed point estimate may change if a better fixed point estimate is inserted into 

the queue, causing priorities to be reassigned and reordering of the queue. 

Tail Head 

Figure 4.2: A neighbor queue is based on a priority queue. Each neighbor 
queue stores a fixed point estimate on which priorities are based. A 

priority value for an entry is the distance of the entry's point x from the 
queue's fixed point estimate. If a new entry is "more fixed" than the 

current fixed point estimate, then the new entry becomes the fixed point for 
the queue and aU priorities are recalculated. 
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Each entry in the queue is a pair [x., 5,.), where 5,- = x,̂ .] - X; is the offset to the next 

point in the data stream. As with the fixed point queue above, neighbor queues are 

restricted to a preset maximum number of entries. When a pair is presented to the queue 

for insertion it is first determined if the incoming pair would be successfuUy inserted into 

the queue imder the current priority scheme. A pair would be successfuUy inserted if the 

neighbor queue is not yet fuU or if it is closer to the current fixed point estimate than the 

point at the taU. If the pair does not pass either of these tests then the insertion is 

unsuccessfiil and no action is taken by the queue. 

When it is determined that the incoming pair could be entered into the neighbor 

queue, the magnimde of the offset veaor for the incoming point is compared to that for 

the current fixed point estimate of the queue. If the incoming point has a smaUer offset 

vector, then it becomes the new fixed point estimate and the queue is reordered according 

to the distance of its entries from the new fixed point. In either case, whether the fixed 

point estimate is replaced or not, the entry at the taU of the queue is discarded and the 

incoming pair is inserted according to its priority. The algorithm for insertion into a 

neighbor queue is given in Figure 4.3. 

4.2.2. Two-Stage Neighborhood Sampling 

Sampling of fixed point neighborhoods is done in a two-stage process, which is 

depicted in Figure 4.4. Each stage may contain several neighbor queues. The number of 

queues in each stage is held constant for each run of the Online ControUer. In the 

experiments of Chapter VI, the number of second-stage queues was set to the number of 

fixed points expected for the chaotic map, determined through experimentation with each 

dynamical system using the Fixed Point CoUector and the Fixed Point Neighborhood 

Sampler. The number of queues in the first-stage was typicaUy made larger than the 
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proo«dur« NeighborQueue.insert(NeighborQueueEntry pt) 

distance = NeighborQueue.calcDist(pt) 
if (not NeighborQueue.isFull0 or 

distance < NeighborQueue.calcDist(NeighborQueue.tail()) 
and pt.deltaSizeO < NeighborQueue.fixedPoint.deltaSize () 

than 

NeighborQueue.fixedPoint = pt 
NeighborQueue.recalcPriority() 
NeighborQueue.sortQueue() 
if NeighborQueue.isFull0 than 

discard NeighborQueue.tail() 
•ndif 

insert pt at head 
• 1 B * 

locate insertion point for pt in queue 
if insertion point is behind NeighborQueue.tail() than 

insert fails 
alsa 

if NeighborQueue.isFull0 than 
discard NeighborQueue.tail() 

andif 

insert pt at insertion point 
andif 

andif 
andprooadura 

Figure 4.3: The insertion algorithm for a neighbor queue. 

expected number of fixed points. If the number of second-stage queues was larger than 

the acmal number of fixed points, the redundant queues would tend to coUect imusable 

data. The cvurent implementation of the Online ControUer does not contain a 

sophisticated method for assessing the quality of the data coUected in a second-stage 

queue of the Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler. Incorporation of such a method in the 

Online ControUer would improve its flexibility by aUowing the number of second-stage 

queues to be larger than the number of fixed points. 

The neighbor queues in the first-stage are initialized with fixed point estimates 

obtained from the Fixed Point CoUector. Points are inserted into these queues from the 

data stream. Each queue gathers points from the sample stream near its fixed point 
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If none of the second-stage queues wUl accept the arriving fixed point estimate by 

neighbor queue insertion then the second-stage neighbor queue with the "least fixed" fixed 

point estimate is located. If the incoming fixed point estimate is "more fixed" then it 

replaces the fixed point estimate for that queue and the queue is reordered. Then, the 

remaining flushed points are funneled into that queue. After a first-stage neighbor queue 

has been flushed, a new fixed point estimate is obtained for the queue from the Fixed Point 

CoUector. 



CHAPTER V 

METHODS FOR SAMPLING STABIUTY PROPERTIES 

OF A PERIODIC POINT 

In the course of this research, it was observed that the suggested method for sampling 

local dynamical behavior around the fixed point was inadequate in certain simations. The 

activity near the periodic points of the Poincar6 maps of both the Rossler system and the 

Lorenz system occurs along stmctures that are essentiaUy one-dimensional. However, 

when the parameter was pertiu"bed the new attractor was displaced in two dimensions 

from the unperturbed attractor. The simation is iUustrated in Figure 5.1. The current 

system state is not on the new attractor immediately foUowing a parameter perturbation. 

Sampling only points on the attractor to determine local dynamical characteristics does not 

teU us how the system wUl behave under perturbations. A method to handle the situation 

had to be developed. 

Figure 5.1: The system state may not be on the perturbed attractor. (a) A 
parameter perturbation is made to the system creating a new attractor 

(solid). The current system state ^„ is on the unperturbed attractor 

(dashed), (b) ^„ is not on the permrbed attractor. (c) ^„ î is drawn to the 
perturbed attractor. 

5.1. The Grid Method 

The state of a chaotic dynamical system modeled by a system of differential equations 

can be arbitrarUy set by changing the values of the state variables. For a three-dimensional 

29 
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atoractor with a two-dimensional Poincare map P defined on it, it is possible to determine 

stability properties region around the fixed point of P by observing the behavior of initial 

states in a grid around the fixed point. We emphasize that this method only works 

because we can set the system state arbitrarily. It wUl not work in the general simation. 

Each point in the grid is used as an initial condition for the dynamical system and the 

Poincar6 map is iterated for one step. The pairs of points, each pair consisting of a grid 

point and the point resulting from iteration of the Poincar6 map initialized with the grid 

point, are used to compute a linear estimate of the behavior near the fixed point as 

described in the Appendix. 

An iUustration of the behavior around the fixed point of the Rossler attractor is given 

in Figure 5.2. The hash marks in the figure indicate the direction of movement for initial 

points near the attractor. The arrows indicate the regions of off-attractor state space that 

are drawn to the fixed point. 

0.035 

0.034 

0.033 

0.032 

0.031 

0.03 

0.029 

0.028 

0.027 

0.026 

0.025 

0.024 
-8.387 -8.386 -8.385 -8.384 -8.383 -8.382 -8.381 -8.38 -8.379 -8.378 -8.377 -8.376 

Figure 5.2: Behavior of initial conditions near the fixed point of the 
Rossler attractor. Arrows indicate the regions of off-attractor state space 

drawn to the fixed point. The attractor is indicated by the large points. 
The hash lines indicate the direction of movement for off-attractor points. 
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5.2. The Perturbations Method 

We have developed a method, which we caU the Perturbations Method, for sampUng 

behavior of off-attractor points. The method requires of the chaotic system only the 

characteristics required by OGY control. There must be a way to sample the system state 

and the system must have an extemaUy accessible parameter that affects the behavior of 

the system. 

OGY control needs to know what wiU happen to the state of the system imder 

perturbations when the state lands near a fixed point. Since OGY control assumes that the 

local stabUity properties do not change significantly under perturbation, it suffices to 

sample the local behavior of the unperturbed system. 

Figure 5.3 Ulustrates the Perturbations Method. The location of fixed point l,p{o) 

on the Poincar6 siuface is estimated through sampling. The local behavior is sampled 

through an iterative procedure as foUows. A smaU random perturbation p^ is appUed to 

the system. Subsequent iterates of the Poincar6 map wUl be drawn to the resulting new 

attractor. The perturbation is held until some iterate ^„ faUs near ^^ (o). It is then 

dropped back to zero and the next iterate „̂̂ i is obtained. The pair (4„ ,^„+i) is stored 

and the process is repeated until enough pairs are obtained to gain a good statistical 

representation of the behavior. The Perturbations Method gives experimental indication 

of the behavior of iterates near the fixed point under perturbations, which is required by 

OGY control. It makes no assumptions about chaotic system than those required by the 

OGY method. 
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n+l 

Figure 5.3: Procedure for sampling local behavior using the Perturbations 
Method, (a) A perturbation is appUed to the system, creating a new 

attractor (dashed line), (b) A point 4„ faUs near ^p on the permrbed 

attractor. (c) The perturbation is dropped and „̂̂ .i is drawn back towards 
the imperturbed attractor. 

A graph depicting the behavior of the Rossler system, sampled with the Perturbations 

Method, is given in Figure 5.4. The hash Unes indicate the direction of movement tmder 

one iteration of the map for points in a region around the fixed point. Arrows indicate the 

regions of phase space attracted to the fiixed point. 
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Figure 5.4: Behavior near the fixed point of the Rossler attractor sampled 
with the Perturbations Method. Arrows indicate the stable regions. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONTROL EXPERIMENTS 

6.1. The H6non Map 

The H6non attractor results from a discrete 2-dimensional transform defined by 

x„^i=y„+i-px„ 

}'«+: = bx„ . 
(6.1) 

This system exhibits chaotic behavior for some values of the parameters p and b . Here, 

we set /? = 1.35, and b = 0.3. The parameter p is made avaUable for perturbation. The 

initial values XQ and y^ were random numbers with magnimde less than 0.001. 

The H6non map is a useful system to begin our examination of OGY control. 

Schwartz and Triandaf in [66] use the H6non map to iUustrate their technique for 

estimating d^p / dp for the OGY control method. The H6non attraaor is iUustrated in 

Figure 6.1. 

-1.5 

Figure 6.1: The H6non Attractor 
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6.1.1. The Fixed Point 

The fixed point for the H6non map is located at 

Xr =• 
_{b-l) + ^{b-lf+4p 

2p 
yp = 0.3xp 

(6.2) 

For the parameter settings p = 1.35 and & = 0.3, the fixed point ^p={xp,yp) is at 

(0.6396,0.1919). In the control experiment described below, the fixed point was 

estimated from sampled data as | ^ = (0.64,0.1916). Figure 6.2 shows the H6non 

attractor near the t,p, which has been translated to the origin. The large points in the 

figure are attracted to the fixed point and the smaU points are repeUed by it. 
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X 
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Figure 6.2: The H6non attractor near the fixed point. The estimated fixed 

point ^p has been translated to the origin. Large dots are attracted to h,p, 
and smaU dots are repeUed. 
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6.1.2. Control of the H6non Map 

The imstable and stable eigenvectors, e„ and e,, and eigenvalues, X^ and X ,̂ are 

_r-0.9874^ _f 0.4103 

* " " [ 0.158 / * ^ " [ 0.8825 

?c„=-L875, >., =0.1599. 

, with 
(6.3) 

The location of the fixed point was estimated by computer simulation for several values of 

p near p = L35, and g = db,p /dp was estimated as 

g = 
f -0.2221 "j 

0.019671 r 
(6.4) 

The stable and unstable contravariant basis vectors, f ̂  and f „, are calculated from ê  and 

e„ giving 

f = 
0.167^ 

vl.044y , f .= 
-0.9332^ 

0.4973 
(6.5) 

The maximum aUowable perturbation is set arbitrarily at p. = 0.01, giving a maximum 

projection on the unstable manifold of ^. = 0.003028. When the system state faUs near 

the fixed point perturbations are calculated from 

Pn=- = c-(^„-^.) = 
'-3.082 

^ L643 

A 
•(^„-^J- (6.6) 
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Figure 6.3 shows the value of x plotted at each iteration of the Henon map. The map 

is stabilized at the fixed point just before iteration 3,500, as indicated by the constant value 

of X for subsequent iterations. 

X 
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:?7'-'-.'.'*"-".-'..i~ *""•' .•."•:• .T^; 
• -.••"; i : ' '^""-V.**-—,--••.- , .• 
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Iteration 

Figure 6.3: The value of x for the H6non map at each iteration. Control of 
the map is gained after nearly 3,500 iterations, and is maintained thereafter, 

as indicated by the constant value of x. 

6.1.3. The Online ControUer 

The Online ControUer for controUing the Henon attractor is sUghtiy different from the 

one depicted in Chapter IE. The primary difference is that the Embedding module and 

FRM are not needed for the H6non map, since it is both two-dimensional and discrete. 

The machine is depicted in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: The Online ControUer for controlling the H6non attractor. 
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6.2. Control of Continuous Chaos: The Rossler Attractor 

The Rossler system of differential equations exhibits chaotic behavior under certain 

parameter settings. The system is 

i = - (y + 2) 

y = x + ay 

Z = b + XZ-C2 , 

(6.7) 

where a,b, and c are parameters. Here, the values of a and b are both fixed at 0.2 and 

the value of c is set initiaUy at 5.75. Control perturbations are added to c. The system 

was integrated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta procedure with a stepsize of 0.01. The 

initial values for J: , y, and z were random numbers with magnimde less than 0.001. The 

Rossler attractor is iUustrated in Figure 6.5. The trajectory spirals out from the origin in a 

disc near the jry-plane. When it reaches a critical distance from the origin the trajectory is 

lifted away from the x>'-plane and is reinjected into the disc nearer the origin, where it 

begins again to spiral out. This stretch-and-fold action mixes the trajectory paths and 

accoimts for the chaotic behavior of the system. 

X ^ ^ir^-^-io 

Figure 6.5: The Rossler attractor. 
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OGY control is used to stabilize a chaotic system about a fiixed point. The Rossler 

system has an unstable fixed point, but tiiere is no fixed point on the Rossler attractor. 

There there is a period-1 continuous orbit on the attractor. We define a Poincar6 map P^ 

that cuts through the attractor in the J: = 0 plane. A point is plotted on P^ at the yz 

location where the trajectory pierces the J: = 0 plane as x changes from a negative to a 

positive value. Piercings of the plane as x changes from positive to negative are not 

recorded on /'^. P^ is iUustrated in Figure 6.6. The attractor appears as a curve just 

above the y-axis. The period-1 orbit YJ on the Rossler attractor corresponds to a fixed 

point %p on P^. ControUing the discrete dynamics on P^ about ^^ causes the continuous 

trajectory to foUow YJ on the Rossler attractor. 

Figure 6.6: Poincarf map of the Rossler attractor. The plot is of several 
thousand iterates of the Poincare map. The attractor appears as a curve 
near the negative y-axis. The apparent continuous nature of the curve is 
an artifact of the plotting resolution; there is actuaUy some space between 

each of the points. 
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6.2.1. Characterizing the Dynamics Around the Fixed Point 

OGY control requires that a parameter of the chaotic system be avaUable for 

perturbation. We wiU use perturbations calculated according to the OGY method to affect 

the dynamical behavior of the system when it faUs near a fixed point of P^. For the 

Rossler attractor we use the parameter c . A change in c creates a new attractor for the 

trajectory to foUow. A smaU enough change wiU create a new attractor that is a slighfly 

deformed version of the unperturbed attractor. A corresponding deformation wUl be 

reflected on the Poincar6 map Pj^. 

For OGY control, the fixed point is moved via parameter perturbations so as to 

minimize the unstable component in the map, thereby holding the system near the fixed 

point. We estimate the location ^^ (p), the location of the fixed point on Pj^ for a smaU 

perturbation p, with a linear function. 

Up) = kM^P%^ (6-8) 

where 

g^d%p{p)/dpl^. (6.9) 

To estimate g, the fixed point is estimated from sampled data for several perturbation 

values near p = 0 and a linear regression is performed. Figure 6.7 shows the movement of 

the y coordinate of the fixed points of P^, as estimated from sampled data, for several 

values of the perturbation to the parameter c . For this system, we estimate 

g = 
' -0.9238 ^ 

^-0.004186 
(6.10) 



and 
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^p(0) = 
' -8.381 ' 

,0.02959 (6.11) 
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Figure 6.7: The y coordinate of fixed Point Estimates for Parameter 

Values Near p = 0. Perturbations of the Rossler system are added to the 
parameter c . The slope of a line fitting these points forms an entry in the 

g vector for the Rossler system . 

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Pg near the fixed point are calculated to 

determine the stable and unstable directions. P,f cuts through the disc near the xy plane 

where solutions spiral out from the origin. As is iUustrated in Figure 6.6, piercings occur 

on Pjf along a line near z = 0 for a trajectory on the attractor. Points sampled exclusively 

from the attractor do not provide enough information to gain control with the OGY 

method. In particular, they do not indicate what happens to initial conditions that are off 
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of the attractor. Typical eigenvectors and eigenvalues calculated with points sampled only 

from the attractor are 

e« = 

K = 

^4.14xl0-^/ 

-2.4, 

« , = 

K = 

f 1 

,7.69x10 

0.493 . 

,_3 , with 
J (6.12) 

Attempts at OGY control using these local stability values have been unsuccessful. 

It is necessary to determine the behavior of initial states above and below the 

Rossler attractor. RecaU that smaU parameter perturbations deform the attractor sUghtiy 

in state space. OGY control determines a perturbation that exploits this deformation in 

order to keep the system state near the fixed point. The Rossler attractor lies 

predominantely along the y axis on the Poincare map and parameter changes move the 

attractor in both the y and z directions. Thus, immediately after the Rossler system has 

been perturbed the current system state wUl likely be somewhere above or below the new 

attractor. The simation is iUustrated in Figure 6.8. 

Figure 6.8: The system state may not be on the perturbed attractor. (a) A 
parameter perturbation is made to the system creating a new attractor 

(solid). The ciurent system state ^„ is on the unperturbed attractor 

(dashed), (b) |„ is not on the perturbed attractor. (c) ^„ ĵ is drawn to the 
perturbed attractor. 
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6.2.2. Sampling Local Behavior on a Grid 

Since the state of the Rossler system can be arbitrarily set by changing the values of 

the state variables, it is possible to determine stabUity properties in a two-dimensional 

region around the fixed point of Pj^ by observing the behavior of initial states in a two-

dimensional grid around the fixed point as described in Section 5.1. The values for e„, e^, 

X^ and X,, estimated using the Grid Method are 

e.. = 
1 

^5.64x10^/ 

X =-2.441, 

e .= 
:0.6292A 

,0.7772, 

X. =-1.511x10^ 

, with 
(6.13) 

An iUustration of the behavior around the fixed point of P^ is given in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: Behavior of initial conditions near ^^ on P^. Arrows indicate 
the stable regions. The attractor lies at about z = 0.0295 as indicated by 

the large points. 
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6.2.2.1. ControUing the Rossler Attractor 

The remaining values necessary for OGY control can now be calculated. The 

contravariant basis vectors f and f are 

f. = 
1.0 ^ , f-7.26x10" 

-0.8099 . f ,= 
1.287 

(6.14) 

The perturbation values can be calculated from 

'-' (X.-l)g-f. =^-(^--^^' = i 0.624 J-(^--^''- <«•''> 

The maximum perturbation size was set at p, = 0.01 giving \, = 1.298 x 10 .̂ Thus, we 

have calculated the information necessary to control the Rossler system about the period-1 

orbit of the attractor. A plot of the y coordinate of P^ is given in Figure 6.10. Control is 

active at the beginning of the plot, but the system does not faU close enough to the fixed 

point for control to take effect untU about iteration nimiber 190. Although not shown 

here, control was maintained for 19,000 subsequent iterations before execution was 

halted. 

6.2.2.2. IUustration of the Control Process: The Online ControUer 

The Online ControUer for the Rossler system is a reconfigured version of the 

controUer described in Ch^ter IH. It is iUustrated in Figure 6.11. In this section, we 

control the Rossler system in the state space of the system itself. We sample the Rossler 

system in aU three state dimensions, so it is not necessary to do the embedding. 
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Figure 6.10: Control of Rossler Attractor. The y component of P^ is 
plotted at each iteration as control is active. Activity remains chaotic 
untU the system faUs into the controUable region of the map at about 

iteration 190. 
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Figure 6.11: The Online ControUer for ControUing the Rossler System. 
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The Embedding component is not necessary in this simation, so the CDS component 

sends a stream of three dimensional data directiy to the FRM. The FRM sends its output 

into a switch inserted between the FRM and the ControUer. The switch may be in one of 

two states determined by the LDC. When the dynamical system is being sampled in a free 

running state the Switch sends the data stream to the ConttoUer. The LDC can toggle the 

switch to divert the data stream from the ControUer when it is computing local stabUity 

information for a fixed point. 

The LDC has three new lines attached to it. Two of the new lines are attached to the 

Switch. One of the lines controls the Switch state, the other line is for carrying the data 

stream back from the Switch to the LDC. The third new line is attached to the CDS. The 

LDC uses this line to set the state of the system. 

The intemal workings of the LDC are different from those of the original machine. 

When the LDC receives a fixed point from the FPNS, it does not rely on the sampled data 

for local stability characterization. Instead, the Switch is toggled to divert the output of 

the FRM to the LDC. The LDC then establishes a two-dimensional grid of points on the 

Poincar6 map around the fixed point and samples the behavior of each point on the grid. 

Each point is sent in turn to initialize the CDS state. The third dimension of the 

initializing state is set with a knowledge of the location of the Poincar6 m ^ in state space. 

The CDS is aUowed to run untU a sample is received from the switch. Then the CDS is 

initialized with the next grid point. The LDC uses the initializing point and resiUting point 

pairs to compute stabiUty information. When it is through sampling the local behavior, the 

LDC toggles the Switch to send the data stream to the ControUer. 
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6.2.3. Sampling Local Behavior using the Perturbations 
Method 

6.2.3.1. ControUing the Rossler Attractor 

The Perturbations Method was applied to the Rossler system. Figiu-e 6.12 shows the 

direction of movement for points sampled using the Perturbations Method on the control 

run discussed here. The random perturbations, denoted by p^ above, were uniformly 

distributed in the range [-0.005,0.005). Each hash line in the figure indicates the 

direction of movement on the iteration of P,^ after the perturbation is dropped. The 

information on which the figure is based was used to compute the stabiUty information at 

the fixed point. 

0.02956 

0.02955 
-8.4 -8.395 -8.39 -8.385 

y 

-8.38 -8.375 -8.37 

Figure 6.12: The behavior of points near the fixed point on P^. Sampled 
using the Perturbations Method. Arrows indicate the stable regions. 

The fixed point was estimated from sampled data as ^^ = (-8.38,0.02959). The 

values for e,, e,, X„, and k^ estimated from sampled data, are 
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e.. = i 1 1 e-f°-̂ ^ l̂ 
t4.552xlO-*J ' |,0.2472j. (6 16) 

A.. =-2.406 ^, = 0.003467 

giving contravariant basis vectors 

f,.= 
( 1.002 "l r-0.001845^ 

-3.927)' ' { 4.053 
(6.17) 

and control perturbation values 

„ _ M , - ( ^ . - ^ . ) _ p ^ . . r-0.5943^ 

(^.-i)g-f. 

Observe that this estimate of the stable eigenvector does not agree with the estimate 

obtained with the grid method even though it represents the behavior around the same 

fixed point of Pj^. The samples obtained by the Perturbations Method vary by as much as 

0.025 in the y direction, but by only about 0.00006 in the z direction. A more 

representative estimate could be obtained by reducing the size of the sampling 

neighborhood, indirectiy reducing the range of y values. However, such a change woidd 

increase the time to sample the local behavior since it is necessary to wait for the system to 

faU into the neighborhood for each sample. Alternatively, the range of perturbations could 

be enlarged, indirectiy increasing the z range, but a large perturbation may result in a 

radicaUy different attractor. Nevertheless, the estimate is good enough for control, as is 

iUustrated in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13: Control of Rossler system using stability information gained 
with the Perturbations Method. The y component of the Poincare map is 
plotted at each iteration. Control is gained at about iteration 140 on the 

first attempt of the controUer to stabUize the system. 

6.2.3.2. niustration of the Control Process: The Online ControUer 

The OnUne ControUer for controlling the Rossler system using the Perturbations 

Method is iUustrated in Figure 6.14. It is simUar to the machine of Figure 6.11, except 

that the line for setting the system state is removed, because the Perturbations Method 

does not involve setting the system state. The LDC toggles the Switch to divert the data 

stream and executes the Perturbations Method sampling routine. The LDC sets the 

perturbation with a signal on the line going into the p input of the CDS. 
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Figure 6.14: The Online ControUer for controUing the Rossler system using 
the Perturbations Method. 
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6.3. Control of Continuous Chaos on a Period-/; Point: 
The Lorenz Attraaor 

The Lorenz system of equations is weU known in the history of the smdy of chaotic 

dynamics. They are 

X = cy(y - x) 

y = Rx-y-xz (6.19) 

z = -Bz-\-xy , 

where O, R, and B are parameters. Lorenz smdied the chaotic behavior of the system for 

the parameter values a = 10, i? = 28, and 5 = 8 /3 . The parameters a and B are fixed 

and R is used as the parameter for perturbation. The system was integrated using a 

fourth-order Runge-Kutta procedure with a stepsize of 0.001. The initial values for x, y, 

and r were random numbers with magnimde less than 0.001. The Loreru attractor for 

the given parameters is iUustrated in Figure 6.15. There are two fixed points for the 

system at this setting, they are at (6V2,6V2,27) and (-6V2,-6V2,27). The Lorenz 

attractor consists of two sheets in which trajectories spiral outward around the steady 

state points. When the trajectory achieves some critical distance from the center of one 

spiral, it is ejected from that sheet and is attracted to the other sheet where it again begins 

to spiral outwards. 

A Poincar6 map P^ is established in the z = 27 plane. A point is plotted at thexy 

location on the map where the trajectory pierces the plane as z decreases through z = 27. 

The map is iUustrated in Figure 6.16. Note that the attractor occurs along two curves in 

P^. This behavior is similar to what happens with the Poincar6 map of the Rossler 

attractor and leads to the same kind of difficulty in characterizing the dynamics near a 

periodic point. 
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Figiue 6.15: The Lorenz attractor. 

Figure 6.16: Poincar6 Map of the Lorenz attractor. 
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6.3.1. Controlling the Lorenz Map on a 2-Cycle 

A periodic cycle on the Lorenz attraaor must round each steady state at least once. 

Denote the steady states of the Lorenz system arbitrarily as TCp and Tt,. Trajeaories 

aroimd n„ are progressively further from n^ at each revolution. The only way for a 

trajectory to move closer to n„ is to round TCj at least once and to be reinjected into the 

spiral around n^. 

The map P^ is pierced each time the trajeaory rounds one of the steady state points. 

Since a periodic trajectory must round both steady state points at least once it does not 

have a fixed point. The map does have a 2-cycle near the points (-2.08,2.144) and 

(2.083,-2.14). The periodic trajeaory corresponding to the 2-cycle on Z*̂  is iUustrated in 

Figure 6.17. The trajectory of the two-cycle roimds both of the steady state points in a 

warped race track course when projeaed onto the xy plane. 

Figure 6.17: Trajectory Corresponding to 2-Cycle on Z*̂ . In three 
dimensions on left. Projected onto xy plane on right. 
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The xy coordinates of the period-2 points of Pj, are near ^j = (-2.078,2.147) and 

^2 = (2.083,-2.14). We use these points as control stations in the OGY control scheme. 

RecaU that, if a map / (x ) has a period-« point XQ then XQ is a fixed point of / " ( x ) , or /3 

appUcations of / ( x ) . We saniple the local dynamics of 4i and ^^ under Pi. As was done 

with the Rossler attractor, we sample initial conditions that are not on the attractor itself 

using the grid scheme. This aUows us to more accurately predict the behavior of the 

system when a perturbation is applied. OGY control is applied to the map and control is 

gained as iUustrated in Figure 6.18. 

X 

150 

Iteration 

300 

Figure 6.18: Control of /*/ about ^,. In this run, the controUer makes two 
unsuccessful attempts in the ttansient period. Control was maintained 

for more than 19,000 iterations of Pi (38,000 iterations of P^) before 
execution was halted. 
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6.3.1.1. The Local Ehmamical Charaaeristics of a Period-2 Point 

The dynamical behavior near the period-2 point (-2.078,2.147) is iUustrated in 

Figure 6.19. The hash marks indicate the direction of movement of grid points near the 

period-2 point, with arrows indicating the stable regions of state space. The eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of this point are 

e.. = 
^0.806 A 

,0.5919; ^'~ 

?i. =4.621 

r-0.3354> 
, with 

0.9421 J 

?i =0.001504. 

(6.20) 

The contravariant basis vectors are 

f. = 
0.9835 

0.3502 
, f .= 

r-0.618^ 

0.8415)' 
(6.21) 

We estimate the fixed point of the map for several perturbation values and obtain 

g = 
-0.08747 

-0.485 
(6.22) 

The perturbation values are then calctUated from 

Pn=-
„-l)g-f. ^ ^^" ^'^ [-1.741)^^" ^^^ (^ 

(6.23) 
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Figure 6.19: The local behavior of a period-2 point on the Poincar6 map of 
the Lorenz attractor. Large dots are points on the attractor. Arrows 

indicate stable region. 

6.3.1.2. The Online ControUer 

The machine used here is similar to the Online ControUer used to control the Rossler 

system. It is iUustrated in Figure 6.20. A FUter is inserted after the FRM and before the 

Switch. The FUter discards every other sample produced by the FRM. A control line 

attached from the LDC to the fUter is activated each time the CDS is initialized with a grid 

point. It synchronizes the FUter so that the next sample it receives from the FRM wiU be 

discarded. The second point after synchronization and every other succeeding point is 

passed to the Switch. The second sample received after synchronization wiU be passed to 

the Switch. 
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Figure 6.20: The Machine for ControUing the Lorenz System on a 2-Cycle. 

6.3.2. ControUing the Lorenz Map on a 3-Cycle 

Two 3-Cycles are detected on P^. They are located near the points 

cycle, = {(-L553,2.526),(3.42,-L098),(0.2815,3.782)} 

cycle^ = {(1.555,-2.527),(-3.386,L13),(-0.282,-3.781)} . 
(6.24) 

The method for sampling and controlling the Lorenz system on a 3-cycle is simUar to that 

for a 2-cycle. The six period-3 points of P^ are fixed points of Pi. The stabUity 

properties computed for the points express the local behavior of the points under Pi. 
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The Lorenz attractor trajeaory corresponding to one of the three cycles of P^ is 

iUustrated in Figure 6.21. 
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Figure 6.21: The trajectory corresponding to a 3-cycle of P^. a) The 
trajectory in three dimensions, b) The trajectory projected onto the 

xy -plane. 

6.3.2.1. The Local Dynamical Characteristics of a Period-3 Point 

We sample the behavior of the fixed points of Pi in order to stabilize the attraaor 

about one of the two 3-cycles. As was done with the 2-cycle, a grid of points is 

established aroimd each fixed point. The Lorenz system is initialized with each grid point 

and the next iterate of Pi is computed. An iUustration of the behavior near one of the 

3-cycle points is given in Figure 6.22. 

The Lorenz system was held on a three-cycle using the OGY control method on the 

fixed point (-1.553,2.526) of P/. Control is iUustrated in Figure 6.23. The x coordinate 

is plotted at each iteration of the Poincar6 map. Control is achieved at about iteration 400 

as indicated by the constant value of x. The system was held on this 3-cycle for more 

tiian 19,000 iterations of Pi, or nearly 60,000 iterations of Z*̂ . 
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Figure 6.22: Local behavior near die fixed point (3.42,-1.098) of Pi 

(a 3-cycle point of P^). The large points are iterates of P/. The 

hash lines indicate the direction of movement under Pi- The arrows 
indicate the regions attracted to the fixed point. 

u 

Figure 6.23: Control of the Lorenz attractor on the fixed point 

(-1.553,2.526) of Pi- Control is achieved at about iteration 400, as is 
indicated by the constant value of x, and is maintained for more than 

19,000 subsequent iterations of Pi (not shown). 
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The eigenveaors and eigenvalues of (-1.553,2.526), calculated from the sampled 

behavior, are 

f0.8125A 
e = e = 
" t 0.583 J ' 

^0.345n 

1,0.9386^ 

^ =9.165 V =0.001199 

, with 
(6.25) 

The contravariant veaors are 

f, = 
0.9739^ 

f .= 
'-0.6049^ 

0.358lJ' ' l̂  0.843 ) 
(6.26) 

The movement of the fixed point with respea to parameter perturbations is 

g = 
-0.03902 

-0.4035 
(6.27) 

Perturbations are then computed as 

Pn=-
-5 991^ 

-2.203 
(6.28) 

6.3.2.2. The Online Contt-oUer 

The Online ControUer for stabUizing the Lorenz attractor on a 3-cycle is iUustrated in 

Figure 6.24. It is equivalent to the machine for stabUizing the Lorenz attractor on a 
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2-cycle except that the FUter component only aUows every third point passed from the 

FRM through to the Switch. The synchronization signal emitted by the LDC when it 

initializes the CDS with a grid point causes the FUter to discard the next two points it gets 

from the FRM and pass the third and then every third point after that. 

Chaotic 

Dynamical 

System 
^ 

First Return 

Map ^ 3 Filter 

1K~ 
> Switch 

~1K 

Fixed Point ^ 

Collector 
• > 

Fixed Point 

Neighborhood | ^ 

Sampler 

^ ^ 

Local Dynamics Characterizer 

Characterization 
1 

> 

Control Point 

Information 

Calculator 

JiLd. 

Controller 
< -

• > P 

Figiue 6.24: The Online ControUer for controUing the Lorenz system on a 
3-cycle. 
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6.4. ControUing Continuous Chaos on an Embedded 
System: The Reconstmcted Rossler Attractor 

We now treat toe Rossler system, configured as in Seaion 6.2, as an unknown 

chaotic dynamical system. The system was integrated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

procedure wito a step size of 0.01. We sample toe system at each integration step wito a 

scalar measure and reconstma toe attractor using toe metood of delays, which is 

described in toe Appendix. Here, our scalar measure is toe x coordinate of toe system 

state. The reconstructed Rossler attraaor is Ulustrated in Figure 6.25. 

Figure 6.25: The reconstruaed Rossler attractor. 

The dynamical properties of toe reconstmaed attractor are toe same as toose for toe 

underlying system. In particular, toe activity on toe reconstmcted attractor wUl be chaotic 

since toe underlying dynamical system is chaotic. If we manage to stabUize toe embedded 

system on a periodic cycle, toen toe underlying system wfll also be stabUized. We establish 

a Poincar6 map toat cuts through toe attractor and locate toe fixed point as before. 

We estabUsh a Poincar6 map P^ in toe x = 0 plane of toe reconstructed attractor such 

toat piercings are recorded as toe system moves from negative to positive values for x. 
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The location of toe fixed point ^^ of P^ is estimated wito toe online Fixed Point CoUeaor 

and Fixed Point Neighborhood Sandler of Chapter IV. The behavior of toe system near 

^P is estimated using toe Perturbations Method. The delay coordinates of toe 

reconstructed attractor contain historical information about toe state of the chaotic 

dynamical system. We cannot use toe Grid Metood in this situation since arbitrarily 

setting toe system state impUes changing its past behavior. Using the Perturbation 

Metood, we estimate e„, e,, X„ and X, as 

_|^0.4799A _ro.458^ 

^ " " 0 . 8 7 7 3 ^ ' ~ 0.889 
, and 

(6.29) 

X, =-2.404 X,= 0.4926. 

We estimate toe change in toe fixed point location wito respea to toe perturbation as 

0.6332^1 
g = ,, (6.30) 

L172 

and toen 

lef 
-"O 4754 A 

(6.31) 
0.8798 j ' 

The fixed point moves along toe direction of activity of toe attractor, so toe fixed point for 

a new attractor lands on or very near toe old attractor. Due to toe shape of toe attractor, 

toe stable and unstable eigenvectors are estimated as nearly paraUel using toe 

Perturbations Metood. The values for toe contravariant basis vectors f „ and f ̂  are 
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f = 
' 35.79 ^ _ r-35.32' 

,-18.44/ ^'~ 1,19.32; 

The value for toe perturbation at iteration n when control is active is given as 

(6.32) 

Pn = 
{K-^)g-f. 

23.86 

1,-12.29 
\ikn-W- (6.33) 

Control of toe reconstmcted Rossler system is achieved wito toese values as is iUustrated 

in Figure 6.26. In toe figure, toe y coordinate of P^ is plotted at each iteration. Control 

is achieved at about iteration 170, as indicated by toe subsequent constant values for y. 

6.4.1. Illustration of toe Control Process: The Online 
ConttoUer 

The Online ControUer for controlling toe reconstmaed Rossler attractor is depicted 

in Figure 6.27. It has an Embedding component inserted between toe CDS and FRM 

components. The output of toe CDS is a stream of scalar values. The Embedding 

component reconstruas the 3-dimensional attractor wito toe metood of delays. 

6.5. Discussion 

6.5.1. Sampling can be SuccessfuUy Integrated into toe 
Control Procedure 

An OrUine ControUer can successfuUy integrate sampling into toe control process 

using toe data stmcture toat we have developed for toe purpose. Our online sampling 

metood is described in Chapter IV. Online sampling aUows toe controUer to take an active 

role in toe sampling process. The control experiments demonstrate toat our metood of 

file:///ikn-W
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250 
Iteration 

Figure 6.26: Controlof toe embedded Rossler attraaor. The y coordinate 

of Pp is plotted at each iteration. Control is obtained at about iteration 
170, holding toe value of toe y coordinate nearly constant for subsequent 
iterations. The z coordinate, not shown here, is also held nearly constant 

after control is initiated. 
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Figure 6.27: The Online ControUer for controUing toe reconstmaed 
Rossler attractor. 
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online sampling is effective boto for locating fixed points and for sampling toe dynamical 

behavior on toe attractor near a fixed point. 

6.5.2. Reconfigurable ConttoUer Design 

The Online ControUer is a coUection of modules toat can be reconfigured according 

to toe needs of toe situation. The control experiments iUustrate a few of toe special 

considerations that may arise in conttoUing chaotic dynamical systems. In each simation 

we reconfigure toe Online ControUer. The loosely coupled modular design of toe 

controUer facUitates reconfiguration. 

6.5.3. Conttol Design Breaks Conttol Process into Distinct 

Modules 

The OrUine ControUer design breaks toe conttol process down into modules wito 

distinct purposes. Each module needs only to know where to get its input from and where 

to send its output. As long as toe interface protocol is maintained, toe irmer workings of a 

module may be changed, modules may be taken out of toe conttoUer, and new modules 

may be inserted between existing modules. 

Examples of toe flexibUity toat toe design aUows, and of toe need for such flexibility, 

are provided in toe experiments. In toe H6non m ^ conttol experiment we take out toe 

Embedding and First Return Map modules since toe output of toe Chaotic Dynamical 

System is already in a form acceptable to toe Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler. In toe 

Rossler system conttol experiments, toe function of toe Local Dynamics Characterizer is 

modified to perform either toe Grid Metood or toe Perturbations Metood. And, in the 

Lorenz system conttol experiments modules toat consume points in toe data stteam are 

inserted so toe conttoUer can be used for stabilization on higher order periodic points. 

The modular design iUusttates toe type of information avaUable and toe nature of toe 

computation necessary at each stage. It maps out toe process for conttoUing a chaotic 
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dynamical system with toe OGY metood. Implementations based on toe Online ControUer 

design wUl be fuUy funaional conttoUers able to sample a data stteam from a chaotic 

dynamical system and gain conttol. 

6.5.4. Fixed Point Location and Sampling 

The conttol experiments demonsttate toe effectiveness of toe Fixed Point CoUeaor 

(FPC) and toe Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler (FPNS) developed in the dissertation 

research. The FPC and toe FPNS located fixed points in toe data stteam and sampled 

local dynamical behavior as part of an integrated conttoUer. These components aUow us 

to make sampling an integral part of toe conttol process. This integration aUows more 

flexibUity on the part of toe conttoUer to adapt to changes, and it makes orUine sampling 

metoods like toe Grid Metood and toe Perturbations Metood possible. 

6.5.5. Estimating Local Behavior 

Two metoods for estimating local behavior were developed in the course of this 

research. The metoods arise from a simation toat arises wito chaotic atttactors like the 

Rossler atttactor. The Rossler atttactor pierces toe Poincare map along a nearly 

one-dimensional stmcture. When toe system is perturbed, toe new attraaor occupies a 

region of toe Poincare map not covered by toe unperturbed system. The dynamical 

behavior on toe atttactor does not predict toe system behavior in this simation. 

6.5.5.1. The Grid Metood 

The Grid Metood for estimating local system behavior was developed in the 

dissertation research. The metood involves estabUshing a grid of points in a smaU region 

around toe fixed point of a discrete system. The system state is set to toe value of each 

grid point and toe system is iterated for one step. The local behavior is estimated wito a 

linear regression on toe set of grid points and cortesponding next iterates. This metood 
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adds the assumption toat toe system state can be arbittarily set to those required by OGY 

control. 

6.5.5.2. The Perturbations Metood 

The Perturbations Metood characterizes local system behavior by manipulating toe 

perturbation parameter whUe sampling. It arises from a direct interpretation of toe type of 

local dynamical information required by OGY conttol, and it makes toe same assumptions 

about toe OGY metood. The OGY metood needs to know how toe system wUl behave 

when a perturbation is appUed whUe toe system state is near toe fixed point. It is made 

possible through toe incorporation of sampling into toe conttol process as is done in the 

Online ControUer. The Perturbations Metood may be used to estimate toe local behavior 

of a fixed point on a reconstmcted atttactor. 

6.5.6. Sensitivity of Fixed Point Characterizations 

6.5.6.1. Sampling Region Size 

We have implemented toe Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler in a way that makes as 

few assumptions about toe nature of toe chaotic system as possible. In particular, we have 

specified toat a fixed number of samples wUl be coUected around each fixed point estimate. 

In this way, toe radius of toe region covered by toe coUected samples is aUowed to adapt 

to toe system in question, and to find a radius toat is pertinent to each fixed point estimate. 

The number of samples must be large enough to provide a reUable representation of the 

dynamics. We typicaUy chose to coUect 75 or 150 samples around each fixed point 

estimate. That is, the lengtos of toe second-stage neighbor queues of toe Fixed Point 

Neighborhood Sampler were typicaUy set at eitoer 75 or 150. 

Sampling was usuaUy perfonned for either 10,000 iterations or 50,000 iterations. 

The smaUer number of sampling iterations tended to give more volatUe conttol results. 
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especiaUy in toe more sensitive simations such as toe conttol experiments wito the Lorenz 

atttactor. The larger number of sampling iterations typicaUy resulted in tighter coUections 

of points around toe fixed point estimates than were produced with fewer sampling 

iterations. 

During experimentation wito toe Grid Metood for sampling local dynamics, the radius 

of the sampled neighborhood for a fixed point estimate, defined by distance of toe fixed 

point estimate from toe most distant sample among toose coUected by toe Fixed Point 

Neighborhood Sampler, was used to determine toe size of grid to consttua. The grid 

occupied a square in toe Poincai€ map, centered on toe fixed point estimate, wito edges 

having lengths of twice the radius toat were paraUel to toe coordinate axes. In toe conttol 

experiments, the grid size was set expUcitiy to 0.005 in order to ensure toe generation of 

reproducible results. The estimated stability values did not change sigruficantiy when grid 

sizes several orders of magnimde smaUer were used. 

6.5.6.2. Choice of Poincare Map 

We found in toe course of experimentation toat toe OGY metood is sensitive to the 

location of the Poincar6 map wito respea to an atttactor. We attempted to conttol toe 

Lorenz system using a Poincare map toat cut through just one of toe wings of toe 

attractor. The fixed point toat we located on toat map corresponded to toe orbit 

associated wito toe 2-cycle on toe Poincar6 map of Section 6.3. However, the many 

attempts we made at conttol wito toat map were unsuccessful. Conttol was readUy 

obtained wito toe Poincare map of Section 6.3. Development of criteria for selecting an 

optimal Poincare map for OGY conttol, possibly leading to automated techniques for 

choosing Poincar6 maps, is viewed as an area of exploration toat deserves strong 

consideration. 
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6.5.7. Speed of Calculations 

Once toe conttol information for toe OGY metood has been calculated, toe OGY 

metood requires relatively littie computational effort. A vector dotproduct is used to 

determine whetoer toe current iterate of toe chaotic map is near enough to a particular 

fixed point estimate for control to be attempted. A separate dotprodua calculation is 

necessary for each fixed point estimate that is avaUable for control. If toe iterate faUs near 

enough to a fixed point estimate, anotoer dotproduct calculation is required to compute 

toe perturbation. The speed of computing a dotproduct is viewed as toe primary limiting 

factor in toe speed at which conttol perturbations can be applied. 

Chaotic behavior in toe system to be stabilized should not lead to imminent 

catasttophe. Due to toe large number of samples required to gain toe information required 

by OGY control, it is necessary toat toe chaotic system be aUowed to behave chaoticaUy 

for a significant amount of time before control is even attempted. Once toe control 

information is calculated, toe OGY conttoUer must wait an undetermined amount of time 

until the chaotic system wanders close enough to a fiixed point for conttol perturbations to 

have a stabUizing effect. 



CHAPTER v n 

CONCLUSION 

The Online ConttoUer implementation of toe OGY metood, described in Chapter m , 

provides a robust approach to conttoUing a chaotic dynanucal system. The machine is 

able to conttol chaotic systems in a number of simations, as is Ulusttated in Chapter VI. 

This work, when combined with the work of otoers, including stabilizing toe 

osciUations of a magnetoelastic ribbon, conttol of chaotic lasers, and stabilization of toe 

beating of a cardiac preparation induced into arrhythmia, confirms that control of chaotic 

systems can be achieved from a time series if toe state of toe system can be san^led and if 

a parameter is avaUable for perturbation. In this work, conttol of weU-known discrete 

and continuous chaotic systems is demonstrated in a number of simations. The OGY 

metood is an important part of this work. 

The loosely coupled modular design of toe Online ConttoUer facUitates 

reconfiguration for different problems. The design aUows for toe redefinition or 

replacement of modules and toe insertion or deletion of modules as required by toe 

simation. The various simations encountered in toe conttol experiments of Chapter VI 

Ulusttate toe need for reconfiguration. 

Online sampling can be made an integral part of the conttol scheme ratoer toan an 

offline preprocessing stage. Integration of sampling into toe conttol process, as made 

possible by toe Fixed Point CoUeaor and toe Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler 

described in Chapter IV, aUows toe conttoUer to take an active role in toe sampling 

process. The Grid Metood and toe Perturbations Metood are made possible through toe 

integration of sampling into toe conttol process. 

The Fixed Point CoUeaor and toe Fixed Point Neighborhood Sampler are effeaive in 

locating and sampling toe fixed points of a chaotic system, as is demonsttated by toeir use 

72 
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in toe conttol experiments of Chapter VI. The Fixed Point CoUector and toe Fixed Point 

Neighborhood Sampler were used in aU conttol experiments described. They were 

developed as part of this research to address the problem of online location and sampling 

of toe fixed points of a chaotic system. 

The Grid Metood for sampling local dynamics works very weU for systems that aUow 

toeir state to be set arbittarUy. The metood is motivated by simations where sampling the 

behavior of the system only on toe unperturbed atttaaor does not provide sufficient 

information to predia the behavior of toe system under parameter perturbations. A grid 

of initial points is estabUshed in a smaU region around toe fixed point. Each point in toe 

grid is iterated for one step of toe Poincare map. The pairs consisting of grid points and 

their next iterates are used to determine toe local behavior. 

The Perturbations Metood for sampling local dynamics works very weU boto for 

systems toat do aUow toeir states to be set arbittarily and for systems toat do not aUow 

toeir states to be set arbittarily. It is motivated by toe same kinds of simations as toe Grid 

Metood, but it does not add any assumptions about toe chaotic system to toose made by 

the OGY conttol metood. The Perturbations Metood was used to sample behavior near 

toe fixed point on toe Poincar6 map of toe reconstmcted Rossler atttactor. The 

infonnation it obtained aUowed toe OGY metood to control toe system. 

Future work in this area would start wito development of a fuU implementation of toe 

OnUne ConttoUer. The implementations of toe Online ConttoUer developed for the 

dissertation research were written for toe specific conttol problems under smdy and reflect 

toe evolution of toe design, so furtoer investigations in this area would benefit from a 

refined implementation incorporating previously developed program code. 

A fuU implementation of toe Online ConttoUer design would provide a flexible 

platform for experimentation wito conttol of chaotic dynamical systems. The basic 

controUer can be easUy reconfigured to handle a particular conttol simation through toe 
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addition of modules or through modifications to existing modules. The separation of the 

basic processes associated wito OGY control into distinct modules facilitates closer 

examination of toose modules wito respea to their role in the Online ControUer. 

The OrUine ConttoUer provides a stable basis for furtoer algorithm development. In 

order to fuUy automate toe conttol of chaotic systems, it wiU be necessary to develop 

approaches issues not cmrentiy addressed by toe OiUine ConttoUer. Suitable automatic 

metoods wUl need to be developed for determining toe optimal embedding dimension and 

lag time used by toe Embedding module of toe Online conttoUer. Objective criteria for 

choosing a Poincar6 m ^ wUl need to be developed if toe control process is to be fuUy 

automated. Strategies must be developed to conttol chaotic systems of four dimensions or 

more, where it is possible toat an unstable manifold wUl be of two dimensions or more, 

wito toe OGY metood. Otoer metoods are undoubtedly required. 

The metood we have used for estimating toe movement of a fixed point wito respect 

to toe perturbation proved to be very sensitive to errors in fixed point estimates. First, we 

locate toe fixed point through sampling toe dynamical system at a number of smaU 

perturbation values. A first derivative estimate in each dimension was obtained by fitting a 

Une to toe fixed point coordinate values. A detaUed investigation of toe various metoods 

for estimating fixed point movement, and perhaps development new ones, would 

contribute sigruficantiy to toe technology of conttoUing chaotic dynairucal systems. 

The Online ConttoUer is a first step towards a general unsupervised conttoUer of 

chaotic dynamical systems. An issue toat toe Online ConttoUer is designed to be able to 

address is toe detection of and adaptation to changes in toe dynamics of toe system under 

conttol. The incorporation of sampling in toe conttol process aUows toe controUer to 
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recalculate stabiUty information when conttol is lost. Investigations ki this area would 

include a smdy of existing approaches to maintaining conttol of a changing system, and 

possible developments of new metoods. Successful techniques can be incorporated into 

toe Online ConttoUer. 
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APPENDIX 

DETAILS AND DEFENHTIONS 

A.l. Estimating Local Behavior 

In order to compute toe perturbation values using the OGY conttol metood it is 

necessary to characterize toe local behavior of toe fixed point. Let the norUinear discrete 

operator 

fM = 

A(x..) 

(1) 

where 

X, = 

-̂ 1 

\XnJ 

(2) 

describe toe time evolution of toe chaotic system of interest. We estimate A = V/| at a 

fixed point x̂ ,̂ where V/|^ is toe Jacobian of / defined as 
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/̂U = 

dfjdx^ dfi/dx2 
9/2/3x, 9/2/9X2 

(^fJ^x, dfjdx. 

9/2/9x, 
(3) 

to obtain a linear approximation of / near x^ as 

/(x,.) = x^-HA(x,.-x^). (4) 

We compute A from a linear regression on a set of Â  pairs of toe form (x. ,x,.^,) 

where x,. and x,.̂ , are successive iterates of / , and |x^ -x,.| < e, where e is some smaU 

value toat depends upon the dynamical system. If e is too large toen the regression wUl 

not faithfuUy describe toe local activity and toe error due to the linear approximation wiU 

be large. The matrix A is of toe form 

A = 

"1.1 "1.2 

^2.1 ^2.2 

V^n.l ^«.2 

*1.« 

a 2.n 

n.n ) 

(5) 

and, 
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-), ^iix:-xn{xi-xn-i,(x:-xni{x:-xn 
~_LL - /=! =̂1 ,.=1 ^'^•'=~^" ~ ^- '"^^ • (6) 

^EU-^D - SU-^D 

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues used for OGY conttol are toe eigenveaors and 

eigenvalues of A. We use FORTRAN linear algebra subroutines from toe LAPACK 

Ubrary to confute eigenvalues and eigenveaors. 

A.2. Conttavariant Basis Vectors 

The use of contravariant basis vectors arises when toe basis veaors of a space are not 

ortoogonal. The contravariant basis vectors for a two-dimensional discrete chaotic system 

are defined in [57] as e, -f, = ê  f̂  = 1 and e, -f̂  = e, -f, = 0, where e, and e, are toe 

stable and unstable eigenveaors, respectively, of toe system at the fixed point, and f, and 

f̂  are toe stable and unstable conttavariant basis vectors, respectively. 

The metood of Ott, Grebogi and Yorke for conttol of chaotic system uses 

perturbations to minimize toe projection onto toe unstable direction of a system state near 

toe fixed point. The perturbation value, described in Chapter n, is calculated using a 

linear estimate of toe next iterate toat uses toe contravariant basis veaors. The Jacobian 

matrices calculated as in toe previous section wiU not necessarUy have ortoogonal 

eigenvectors. 
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Figure 1: Piaorial representation of toe definition of contravariant basis 
vectors in two dimensions. The figure Ulusttates toe relationship of toe 

conttavariant basis veaors f „ and f ̂  to the normalized eigenveaors 

e.. and e.. 

A.3. Approximating Fixed Point Movement Due to 
Perturbations 

The metood suggested by Ott et al. to estimate toe movement of a fixed point due to 

perturbations [57] is as foUows. A vector g = d^p /dp\ ^ is estimated to give a linear 

approximation of toe fixed point movement. A fixed point estimate of toe imperturbed 

system, ^p{p), is obtained. An estimate of g for ^p{p) can be obtained by setting toe 

perturbation value to a smaU value p^O and sampling the Poincari6 map untU toe new 

position of toe fixed point, ^^ [p), is found, toen g = p~\^p{p) — ̂ p). 

In toe course of toe research, we found toat an approximation calculated in this way 

was extremely sensitive to toe quaUty of toe fixed point estimates. In order to lessen toe 

effect of errors in toe fixed point estimates, we estimated toe location of a fixed point for 

several values of toe perturbation parameter around toe nominal setting. A linear 

regression depending on toe value of toe perturbation parameter was performed on toe 
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fixed point estimates in each coordinate direction. The slope of toe resulting line was used 

as toe entry in g corresponding to toe coordinate direction in question. In Figure 2, toe 

estimated y coordinate of toe fixed point for toe Poincar^ map of toe Rossler is plotted 

for several values of toe perturbation parameter. The slope of a line fitting these points is 

used as toe entry in g corresponding to toe y coordinate. 

-8.394 
-0.01 -0.005 0 

P 
0.005 0.01 

Figure 2: The y coordinate of fixed Point Estimates for Parameter Values 

Near p = 0. Perturbations of toe Rossler system are added to the 
parameter c. The slope of a line fitting toese points forms an entry in toe 

g vector for toe Rossler system . 

A.4. Lyapunov Exponents 

Lyapunov exponents for a continuous system are defined as foUows. Let 

m,(r),...,m„(r) be toe eigenvalues of aflow <E>,(Xo). The Lyapunov exponents of Xg are 
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^, =|mi-lnl7r^(r)l, i = l,...,n, (12) 

whenever toe limit exists. For ap-dimensional discrete-time system P{x), let 

mj{k),...,m„(k) be toe eigenvalues of V/'(Xo), which is a linearization of toe map about 

toe point x^. The Lyapunov exponents of x̂  are 

l,^hm\m,ik)t", i = l,...,p, (13) 

whenever toe Limit exists. 

Let m^,...,m„ be toe eigenvalues of a periodic orbit T wito period T. The Lyapunov 

exponents of T are 

k;^^]n\m,\. (14) 

A.5. Takens' Theorem 

Dimension calculations are important when determining toe dynamical properties of a 

measured system. We often only have a single indicator of toe chaotic dynamics. A 

toeorem of Takens [69] provides a metood of obtaining infonnation about toe dynamical 

system from toe single indicator. Broomhead and King [8] demonsttated toat Takens 

matoematical result can be appUed to exp>erimental data. Kennel, Brown, and Abarbanel 

[40] have developed a metood for determining a minimum embedding dimension. To 

describe the problem of calculating embedding dimension it is necessary to define a few 

terms. 
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Let U c 9?"" be an open set. A map / : t / —> 9?'' is smooth if it possesses continuous 

partial derivatives of aU orders. Let Z c 9?" be an arbittaiy set. A map f:X-^'3{''is 

said to be smooth if around each point x e X toere exists an open neighborhood U c 9^" 

and a smooto map F:U —> 91'' such that f = F on X. A smooto map ^-.X —*Y isa. 

diffeomorphism if it is invertible and if toe inverse map ^~\Y -^X is also smooto. 

A set Af is a k-dimensional manifold if for each point x € Af toere exists an open 

neighborhood U of x such toat is there is a diffeomorphism between U and some open 

neighborhood in 91*. Let Af be a manifold, and let t/ be a space. An embedding is a 

smooto map O: Af —> C7 such that its image <1>(M) c C/ is a smooto submanifold of U, 

and toat O is a diffeomorphism between Af and U. 

A set is compact if it is closed and bounded. 

Theorem 2 of [69] states: 

Let Af be a compaa manifold of dimension m. For pairs {X,y), X a 

smooth... veaor field and y a smooto function on Af, it is a generic property that 

<D;,.^,:Af-^9?^',definedby <D;,.,(x) = (y(x),y(<|),(x)),...,y(<t)2„(x))) isan 

embedding, where (j), is toe flow of X. 

The value y(x) cortesponds to a measurement made on toe system in a state given by 

X e Af. The dynamical properties of a measurement made on a system are equivalent to 

toose of toe system itself. 

A.6. The Metood of Delays 

The praaical implementation of Takens' toeorem is known as the method of delay. 

An embedding is constmcted from a sampled time series yj, y2 ••••'>', • >'.+i.• • • as foUows. 

A{n,J) -window is defined which makes visible n elements of toe series. When / = 1, 

toe n elements are consecutive samples of toe series. Increasing / increases toe lag 

between successive samples of toe window. For exanple, a (5,3)-window starting wito 
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sample / would consist of (y., y.^^, y.^, y.^g, y .̂̂ jj). The appUcation of a («, / ) -window 

to a time series of data points results in a series of n -vectors in toe embedding space. The 

dimension n of toe embedding space is known as toe embedding dimension. 

There are difficulties associated wito implementation of toe toeorem wito respect to 

a particular time series. Takens' toeorem makes no direa statement about toe process of 

measurement. In particular, time scales are not sp>ecified. It is necessary to determine 

boto the sample rate x̂  and the time lag x^ = Jz^ between toe samples in toe embedding. 

There is also no indication in toe toeorem of how to choose the embedding dimension n. 

We know toat a sufficient embedding dimension is « ̂  27n+l, but this is of Uttie practical 

use since m = dim M is generaUy not known a priori. Furtoeimore, Takens' toeorem does 

not address toe unavoidable problem of noise in toe samples. 

There are metoods for determining a minimum embedding dimension from sampled 

time series data, most of which, according to Kermel, Brown and Abarbanel [40], are 

computationaUy expensive and subjective. It is important to get a good estimate for toe 

embedding dimension for several reasons. An excessively large embedding dimension wiU 

ampUfy toe noise in toe samples and wUl make subsequent computations more expensive, 

boto in terms of computer memory required to store points in toe embedding space and in 

computations using toe points. An embedding dimension toat is too smaU can result in an 

orbit crossing itself in toe embedding space. The simation is Ulusttated wito toe Lorenz 

attractor in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Orbit of toe Lorenz atttaaor, which should be embedded in three 
dimensions, crosses itself when projected onto two dimensions. 

A.7. Henon's Method for Calculating Poincare Maps 

The foUowing description closely foUows H6non's paper [34] describing this metood. 

A Poincar6 map of an autonomous dynamical system defined by N simultaneous 

differential equations 

— J\\X^,...,Xfj ) 

dt 
(15) 

dx 
dt 

~ J N\X\ f-iXf, I 

can be calculated using a simple metood described by M. H6non in [34]. A surface of 

section Z, typicaUy an iV - 1 dimensional subset of toe phase space, is defined by an 

equation 
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5(x,,...,x^) = 0, (16) 

which need not be planar, but must be everywhere ttansverse to toe trajectory of toe 

system (15). Each contact of toe trajeaory wito toe surface must be a single point. The 

dynamical system (15) defines a mapping of Z onto itself known as toe Poincare map, or 

first return map. 

Iterates of toe first return map the intersection points of toe dynamical system wito Z. 

An intersection can be detected by observing a change of sign in S from one step to toe 

next in the integration of (15). Once an interseaion has been deteaed, toere are a variety 

of methods for finding toe point of intersection including various interpolation schemes 

which inttoduce a ttadeoff between program complexity and accuracy. H6non's metood 

for calculating first return maps involves rearranging toe integration scheme so toat one 

integration point lies precisely on Z. The only requirement for this scheme is toat toe 

integration metood must aUow toe step size of toe independent variable f to be calculated 

independentiy. 

We observe toat if the surface of section were defined by some condition on t toen it 

would orUy be necessarily to choose toe proper step size in order to find toe interseaion 

point. Consider toe simation where (16) has the form 

x^-a = 0, (17) 

where a is a constant. Since x^ is a dependent variable, it is not possible to specify toe 

amount of its variation. However, by rearranging toe dynamical system, it is possible to 

make Xĵ  the independent variable. This accomplished by dividing toe first {N -1) 

equations by toe last and inverting toe last equation 
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dx^ _ 

dxs 

dXf,_, 

dxj, 

dt 

dXf, 

-hi JN 

- = fs-. 

--IIU 

Ifs 
(18) 

The right-hand side now depends on x^^, which has become the independent variable, and 

r is now a dependent variable. We integrate this system for one step using a step size of 

Ax^ =—S. The error incurred in this integration step is of toe order of toe integration 

metood used. 

For toe general simation, where S defines an arbitrary surface, we inttoduce an 

additional variable 

Xf,^,=S[x,,...,x^), (19) 

and add toe corresponding differential equation to toe system (15) 

^ = ^ , , (x - , . . . , x j , (20) 
dt 

where 

/..,=I/.#- (21) 
t^ 9x. 


